CASE STUDY

Hospitality WiFi has helped this
resort management company
improve guest satisfaction
while turning an in-demand
amenity into an opportunity
for increasing revenue with
enterprise-grade equipment,
custom billing plans, excellent
guest support, and monthly
revenue sharing.

Hospitality WiFi Helps Resort Management Company Turn a Cost
Center into a Profit Center with Stable, Secure Wi-Fi
When an international resort management company was looking for an opportunity to provide their
guests, owners, and staff with wireless Internet access, Hospitality WiFi produced a plan to turn a cost
center into a profit center. Our ability to provide enterprise-grade equipment, custom billing plans, and
excellent guest support was just what these resorts needed.
Hospitality WiFi installed access points
throughout each resort (including guest rooms),
providing 100% coverage to guests, owners, and
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Such plans offer them a costeffective and manageable way to create a consistent revenue stream while providing top-of-the-line
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The
resort management company has been pleased to meet guest demand for fast, reliable wireless
Internet while turning a cost center into a profit center. They have been overwhelmed by the positive
response from guests and owners. Guests are happy to have stable, secure wireless access no matter
where they are within a resort, staff are better able to perform their jobs by connecting different
functions and improving responsiveness to issues on the property that may affect guest satisfaction, and
owners have been delighted with the increasing monthly revenue stream from an in-demand amenity.
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